
Hal Foster is Townsend Martin, Class of 1917, Professor of Art and Archaeology at Princeton University and a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Foster teaches and publishes in the areas of modernist and contemporary art, architecture, and theory. He is a member of the School of Architecture and an associate member of the Department of German; in addition, he co-directs the Program in Media & Modernity. Foster was a founding editor of Zone Magazine and Books, and he writes regularly for October (which he coedits), Artforum, and The London Review of Books.

Charles Ray will discuss in conversation with Hal Foster sculptural decisions generated by thinking sculpturally rather than thinking about sculpture.

Tuesday, November 15, 12:00 PM in Prospect Library
Co-sponsored by the Department of Art & Archaeology and Visual Arts Program of The Lewis Center for the Arts
LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED. PLEASE RSVP TO jp16@princeton.edu